
English Club - Course Content Review

School and Grade: Krapkova, English Club
Time of lesson:  Friday, 8:30-12:30
Teacher: Ryan Sandoval, asist. Lukáš Petržela

Month - Year
November/December – 2016

Vocabulary Structures Games and activities used

Insects: 
Beetle, mantis, caterpillar, 
snail, ladybug, grasshopper,
dragonfly, spider, scorpion, 
firefly, bee, worm, wasp, 
ant, fly, butterfly, stickbug. 

Food (groups): 
Fruit: 
Cherries, grapes, orange, 
apple, banana, plum. 

Vegetables: 
Onion, tomato, corn, potato,
carrot, broccoli, cucumber.

December – Christmas:
Santa, candle, christmas 
tree, snowflake, gift 
(present), snowman

Phrases:
What color is a bee? What 
color is a caterpillar? 
Colors...Bee is yellow. 
Caterpillar is green.

How many legs does a fly 
have? 
Fly - six

Do you like cherries? 
Yes/No

What color are grapes?
Yellow. 

Are apples fruits or 
vegetables?
Apple is fruit.

What do you want for 
Christmas?
Lego, toys, doll….

What color is the candle?

Orders:
Sit down in a circle.
Hold the hands.
Stand up.
How many flashcards do 
you have? 
Enjoy your meal. 
Wash your hands.
Please. Thank you.
Sing a song.
Raise your hands. 
Come here. Go there.
Carry on.
Please, help me. 

Collect the cards race: 
Get the card that the 
teacher indicates.

Draw race:
Draw a picture of one of the
topic words. The picture 
most be drawn nicely and 
quickly. Then the erasing 
game (erase correct word 
fastest as much you can.

What’s missing: 
Put the flashcards in front 
the students and have them
close their eyes. The lector 
takes one of these cards 
and asks what’s missing? 
Whoever answers first gets 
a point. 

Twister game: 
Spin the twister board and 
find out if you are drawing 
or doing pantomime. Then 
the students guess what 
you are drawing or 
pantomiming. 

Boom Boom Ballon: 
Answer what the word that 
is on the flashcard. If you 
don’t know then you must 
push a pin into a balloon if it
pops you lose three points. 

Arts and Crafts:
Make a spider. 
Make a caterpillar. 
Fruit bowl.
Christmas tree – decorating.


